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All-solid-state lithium ion(sulfur) batteries are considered as 

the next generation battery systems to be utilized in 

electrochemical energy storage devices. With the 

development of highly ionic conductive solid electrolytes the 

bottleneck of these systems reside on the cathode side which 

is more complex compared to the traditional battery systems 

using liquid electrolyes.[1] Hence, the optimization of the 

cathode components is of great importance. In this study we 

focused on the effect of sulfur load in graphene-sulfur 

cathodes synthesized through solution-based techniques 

namely sulfur-ethylene diamine chemistry. Graphene was 

obtained by the reduction from Graphene Oxide with 

ethylene diamine and the sulfur source was selecetd as 

Na2S2O3. Sulfur load in the composite was changed by 

utilizing different amount of Na2S2O3. [2]Total sulfur load in 

the composite was ranged between 30-50% with the 

increment of  5 % wt. Our results revealed the strong 

correlation between the sulfur load and the electrochemical 

performance of the cells which was attributed to the optimum 

triple contact between the active material and ionic-electronic 

conductive agents. With the aid of different characterization 

techniques utilized in this study, we have determined the 

optimized active mass load on cathode as 35-40 %  wt. Our 

results put forward the significance of the ratio between 

cathode components and are expected to put new insights into 

new cathode chemistries.  
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